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ABSTRACT 

The MAMA-2B (Maternal Anthropomorphic Measurement Apparatus, version 2B), a small 

female Hybrid III pregnant dummy used to study the safety of a fetus and effects of seat belt and 

airbags has been evaluated and enhanced. Two IR-TRACCs (Infra-Red Telescoping Rod for the 

Assessment of Chest Compression) have been added to measure the chest deflection. A potentiometer 

was added to measure the IR-TRACC rotation. Two accelerometers have also been added for the 

chest Viscous Criterion (V*C) calculation. The water-filled abdomen bladder was evaluated. The 

center of gravity of the slouch posture of the dummy was estimated. Certification tests were 

conducted and the corridors have been proposed.  
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IT HAS BEEN ESTIMATED that two-thirds of all trauma during pregnancy is the result of motor 

vehicle crashes (Pearlman, 1997). However, few studies have examined pregnant anthropometry and 

the biomechanics of injury to the pregnant occupant in motor vehicle crashes. The original pregnant 

crash-test dummy, developed by Viano (1996) is limited by its non-biofidelic abdominal shape and 

stiffness. Jonathan D. Rupp et al (2001) developed the Hybrid III small female pregnant dummy 

known as MAMA-2B (Maternal Anthropomorphic Measurement Apparatus, version 2B) with a fluid-

filled silicone rubber bladder to represent the human uterus at 30-weeks gestation, and incorporate 

anthropometry based on measurements of pregnant women in an automotive driving posture. 

 

OBJECTIVES 

The objectives of the enhanced MAMA-2B dummy development were to add more 

instrumentation, and to create the mass, CG, and certification test corridors for the production dummy.  

 

DUMMY MASS AND CENTER OF GRAVITY 

The mass distribution of the enhanced MAMA-2B dummy is the same as the first prototype 

MAMA-2B. The total mass of 128 lbs. is close to the weight selected by Viano et al (1996) for the 

original pregnant dummy. The center of gravity of the first prototype MAMA2B dummy was 

estimated (Rupp, J, D., et al. 2001).  However the seated posture was not specified. It is necessary to 

define the seated posture and find the center of the gravity in that seated posture. It was decided to use 

the posture of the small-size female database from UMTRI (1983, Schneider L.W. et al.), which is the 

seated slouch posture, as the reference to determine the center of gravity of the MAMA-2B dummy. 

The 2-D H3 5th and MAMA-2B assembly drawings were overlapped on the UMTRI 5th shell by 

rotating the segments to match the UMTRI small-size female posture. The global coordinate XZ 

system in which the origin was at the H point was then created. The segment center of gravities were 

positioned to each segment based on their local coordinate system. Global dimensions of all the 

segment center of gravities were created in the global coordinate system. The whole body center of 

gravity of the MAMA-2B then was calculated using the following formulae:  

        

 

 

 

 

Where Xmc and Zmc are the whole body center of gravity location. Mi, Xi, and Zi are the mass and 

centers of gravity in the X and Z coordinates. Figure 1 displays the segment center of gravities, the 

whole H3 5th, and enhanced MAMA-2B dummy center of gravities in the global system. 
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Fig. 1 - Global Segment and Whole dummy                             Fig. 2 - IR-TRACCs, Potentiometers, 

  Cg Locations for H3 5th and MAMA-2B                             Sternum and Spine Box Accelerometers 

 

INSTRUMENTATION 

The chest deflection measurement was removed in the first prototype MAMA-2B dummy since 

the traditional transducer arm interferes with the abdomen bladder. Two IR-TRACCs, which use 

infrared light to measure the deflection between two points, were added to the enhanced MAMA-2B 

to measure the chest deflection. The front ends of the IR-TRACCs are attached to the inside plate of 

Rib #2 while the rear ends of IR-TRACCs are mounted on the sides of the spine box. A rotary 

potentiometer is assembled to the rear of the IR-TRACC to measure the rotation about the Z axis. 

Figure 2 shows this instrumentation. 

Two accelerometers were also added to the dummy. One is mounted on the top front of the 

sternum and the other is mounted in front of the spine box as Figure 2 shows. The centers of the 

seismic masses of the two are aligned for the Viscous criterion (V*C) calculation, which is the 

product of the chest velocity and normalized compression of the chest (Eppinger RH. 1989). Two 

pressure transducers were glued to the inside posterior and anterior of the abdomen bladder. These 

sensors measure the pressures of the bladder during impact. As the standard Hybrid III 5th, the head, 

chest, and pelvis tri-axial accelerometers can be installed on the enhanced MAMA-2B. All the load 

cells for standard Hybrid III 5th female can be installed with exception of the lumbar spine load cell. 

 

ABDOMEN EVALUATION  

As in the first prototype MAMA-2B, the abdomen bladder in the enhanced MAMA-2B is an 

ellipsoidal bladder filled with water which represents the 30 week pregnant abdomen. The material is 

50 +/-5 durometer silicone rubber. The upper and lower urethane cradles are glued to the bladder and 

attached to the spine box and the pelvis bone.  

The rigid bar impact test was selected to evaluate the enhanced MAMA-2B dummy. Cavanaugh 

et al. (1986), later confirmed by Hardy and Schneider (2001) developed the rigid-bar impact response 

corridor, which was based on the force-deflection response of five un-embalmed cadaver abdomens 

impacted at approximately 6 m/s velocity.  Hardy and Schneider developed the average 3 m/s rigid 

bar response. These corridors were equal stress, equal velocity scaled (Eppinger 1978) to develop the 

corridors for the MAMA-2B dummy by Rupp, J D. et al. (2001). The required rigid bar impactor in 

the Cavanaugh and Hardy test has a weight of 48 kg with a bar 25 mm in diameter. The first prototype 

dummy was tested at UMTRI using a linear impactor. Since most test labs do not have the linear 

impact fixture, FTSS developed a pendulum probe as displayed in Figure 3. An accelerometer is 

mounted on the rear of the test probe to calculate the impact force. The deflection data is obtained 

from the high speed imaging.  

The enhanced MAMA-2B 001 dummy was tested at the FTSS lab and the UMTRI lab for both 

6.0 m/s and 3.0 m/s tests. In the 6 m/s test, the enhanced MAMA-2B force-deflection response is in 

the Cavanaugh corridor as Figure 4 displays. The curve shape is very close to the UMTRI prototype 
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MAMA-2B. In the 3 m/s test the deflection of the FTSS MAMA-2B is very close to the Hardy 

response up to 50 mm. After that, the FTSS abdomen is stiffer and has more force than the Hardy 

response.  

          Fig. 3 – Abdomen Bar Impact                                  Fig. 4 - Rigid Bar Abdomen Impact 

    at 6 m/s velocity 

Quasi-static compression tests were conducted on the abdomen bladder. Studying the pressure 

vs. deflection, it was found that the bladder stiffness, thickness, and position in the dummy are the 

critical factors to affect the force-deflection response.   

 

CHEST DEFLECTION AND TEST 

The chest deflection is measured in the Hybrid III 5
th dummy by the transducer arm mechanism. 

A ball mounted on the top of the transducer arm is restrained in the sternum slot. As the sternum is 

compressed, the transducer arm rotates and the ball slides up and down in the sternum slot. The arm 

rotation is measured and the chest deflection is then calculated as the ball displacement along the X 

axis. This mechanism does not measure the deflection at a fixed point.  

In the enhanced MAMA-2B dummy, two 2-D IR-TRACCs, parallel to rib #2, are incorporated 

in the upper thorax area. As the sternum deflects, the IR-TRACC provides measurement of the 

absolute length of the IR-TRACC (vector magnitude) and the rotary potentiometer provides 

measurement of the absolute angle around the Z axis of the IR-TRACC (vector angle). This device is 

more accurate than the transducer arm device, since the deflection from point to point can be 

measured and X and Y displacements can be calculated.  

The thorax calibration impact test was conducted using the same impact probe as the H3 5th 

dummy, with a mass of 13.97 kg, and a 152.4 inch diameter impact face. The test probe velocity is 

6.71 m/s at time of impact, the same as in the Hybrid III 5th dummy. Instead of impacting between ribs 

#3 and #4, MAMA-2B is impacted between ribs #1 and #2 to avoid contact with the abdomen bladder. 

Figure 6 shows the force deflection comparison between the MAMA-2B and Hybrid III 5th dummies. 

Both force and deflection are within Hybrid III 5th corridor, which is the same as the first MAMA-2B 

prototype. 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 5 - 6.71 m/s Chest Impact Force Deflection              Fig. 6 – Hip Range of Motion Comparison 

Comparison of MAMA-2B and H3 5th dummies 

 

HIP JOINT RANGE OF MOTION TEST 

The inspection test, hip joint range of motion test is required in the Hybrid III 5th dummy. This 

test monitors the moment vs. angle relationship of the femur and pelvis when the femur is rotated 

toward the pelvis. Tests were conducted on the two enhanced MAMA-2B dummies to examine the 

hip joint performance and the corridor was created. Since there is a cut on the pelvis flesh for the 
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room of the abdomen, less moment was obtained compared with the H3 5th dummy as in Figure 6. 

The proposed angle-moment corridor was created. 

 
CONCLUSION 

Two enhanced dummies were tested. A total of 48 whole body impact tests were conducted, 

which included 30 rigid-bar abdomen impact tests and 18 chest impact tests. 8 hip joint range of 

motion tests and 42 quasi-static abdomen bladder compression tests were performed.      

The enhanced MAMA-2B has the same abdomen and chest response as the MAMA-2B 

prototype. The 2-D IR-TRACC performed well in the thorax impact tests. In the hip joint range of 

motion test, the moment was lower than the Hybrid III 5th dummy. The thorax impact and hip joint 

range of motion test corridors were proposed. The 3.0 m/s rigid-bar abdomen impact test is suggested 

to be the abdomen calibration test in the future. An internal abdomen compression measurement 

device needs to be developed to replace the expensive external measurement device. 

Due to the limited time of this study there is not enough data from sled or full scale vehicle tests 

for the enhanced dummy. Two dummies were sold and data will be available in the near future. 
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